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ABSTRACT.   Let CC(T) denote the space of continuous real-valued func-

tions on a completely regular Hausdorff space T, endowed with the compact-

open topology.  Well-known results of Nachbin, Shirota, and Warner characterize

those T for which Cc(7') is bornological, barrelled, and infrabarrelled.  In this

paper the question of when CC(T) is a Mackey space is examined.  A convex

strong Mackey property (CSMP), intermediate between infrabarrelled and Mackey,

is introduced, and for several classes of spaces (including first countable and

scattered spaces), a necessary and sufficient condition on T for CC(T) to have

CSMP is obtained.

Let T be a completely regular Hausdorff space, and let CC(T) denote the

space of real-valued continuous functions on T, endowed with the compact-open

topology. The problem of relating topological properties of T to linear topo-

logical properties of CC(T) has been investigated by many prominent mathe-

maticians. For example, Nachbin [22] and Shirota [28] used this approach to

find the first example of a barrelled locally convex space which is not borno-

logical. Many additional results were furnished by Warner [31] ; in particular,

he characterized those spaces T for which CC(T) is complete, separable, or in-

frabarrelled. More recently, Buchwalter (many papers, enumerated in [3]), De

Wilde and Schmets [6], Haydon [15], [16], and many others have provided

new insights into the relationship between T and CC(T).

One problem left largely untouched by these authors is the following:

find necessary and sufficient conditions on T for CC(T) to be a Mackey space.

Paraphrasing a remark of Conway [5] in a slightly different setting it is diffi-

cult to find locally convex spaces with intrinsically defined topologies which

are Mackey spaces, except by virtue of some formally stronger property (such as

metrizable, barrelled, or bornological).  A well-known example of Conway (suit-
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ably reinterpreted) shows that CC(T) is not always a Mackey space. Beyond

this, little seems to have appeared in the literature.

In this paper we investigate the Mackey problem for CC(T) in some de-

tail. We are led to consider a convex strong Mackey property (CSMP) for locally

convex spaces, intermediate between infrabarrelled and Mackey, and for certain

T (in particular, for first countable spaces and scattered spaces) we obtain a

necessary and sufficient condition on T for CC(T) to possess CSMP. Throughout

the emphasis is on subsets of the dual of CC(T) with various compactness prop-

erties, and the topological properties which their supports (subsets of T) possess.

1. Basic definitions and results. The reader may consult Kelley and Nam-

ioka [18] or Schaefer [26] for important concepts in the theory of locally con-

vex Hausdorff topological vector spaces (LCS), in particular the definitions of

barrelled, infrabarrelled, and Mackey spaces. If E is a LCS, then É is the space

of continuous linear functionals on E, and a(Ef, E) and ß(E>, E) denote the

weak* and strong topologies on E1, respectively.

Two "strong Mackey" properties have appeared recently in the literature

of the strict topology ß of Buck [4] ; see, in particular, Conway [5]. These are

obtained by replacing "weak*-compact convex and circled" in the usual state-

ment of the Mackey property by "weak*-compact" and "relatively weak*-count-

ably compact" respectively. We modify these as follows.

Definition 1.1. A LCS E has the convex strong Mackey property

(CSMP) if every weak*-countably compact convex circled subset of É is equi-

continuous.

Here HCË is weak*-countably compact if every sequence in H has a

weak*-cluster point in H.

Theorem 1.2. Every infrabarrelled LCS has CSMP. Every LCS with

CSMP is a Mackey space.

Proof. Corollary 10.3 of [18] implies that every weak*-countably com-

pact convex circled subset of E' is strongly bounded. This proves the first

assertion; the second is trivial.

Both converses fail; we give CC(T) examples below (see 3.6 and 3.7).

The literature of the compact-open topology through 1972 is admirably

summarized in the papers of Warner [31]  and Buchwalter [3].   The Gillman-

Jerison text [9] is another valuable source of information about C(T). We

shall use some of the terminology of the French school to describe subsets of

T. A subset B of T is bounded in T if whenever / G C(T), then the restriction

of/to B is bounded. Any pseudocompact subset of T is bounded in T; the

converse fails, but a closed bounded subset of a normal space is pseudocompact.
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A subset F of F is Warner bounded in T if whenever A C C(F) is bounded in

the compact-open topology, then sup {|/(r)|: fEA, t EB} < °° (see [3, Prop-

osition 1.4.1] for other characterizations). We have relatively compact —►

Warner bounded —► bounded.

A space T is said to be a Warner space if every bounded set is Warner

bounded; this is true, for example, if F is a kR-space (defined by (3) of Theo-

rem 1 in [31]), and therefore holds for locaUy compact and first countable

spaces. Also F is a p-space if every bounded subset of T is relatively compact;

this holds if T is realcompact (= a Q-space), but not conversely [9, 9L].

With these definitions we can (following Buchwalter) restate two of the

classic results of the theory of CC(F) as follows:

Proposition 1.3 (Nachbin, Shirota). CciT) is barrelled if and only

if every bounded subset of T is relatively compact.

Proposition 1.4 (Warner). CciT) is infrabarrelled if and only if every

Warner bounded subset ofTis relatively compact.

The characterizations of the convex strong Mackey property for CciT) ob-

tained below are of the same general type as these.

The dual space of CciT) can be represented as MJX), the space of regular

Borel measures on T with compact support.  If m G MciT), the support of p is

sptijit) = {tET: for each open set U containing t, | p | (Í/) > 0 }.  If H C A/C(F),

the support of// is the closure of UMe//spt(/u). If t ET, 5(r) is the point mass

at r.

Let C*(F) denote the subspace of CiT) consisting of all bounded real-

valued continuous functions on T. Then C*iT) is dense in CciT), and so MciT)

is also the dual of C*iT) with the relative compact-open topology. The phrase

"weak*-", appUed to MciT), wiU always refer to the a(Mc(F), C(r))-topology;

the oiMciT), C*(r))-topology on MciT), when used, wiU always be indicated in

this specific way (or as aiMc, C*) if T is understood).

Now C*iT) with the supremum norm is a Banach space, and MciT) embeds

naturally in its Banach space dual (ll/i II = IM 1(F) coincides with the usual dual

norm).  Hence for a subset H of MciT), oiMc, C)-bounded —» o(Mc, C*)-bound-

ed «—»■ uniformly bounded. If spt(//) is compact (or even bounded in IT), all

three conditions are equivalent.

Proposition 1.5 ([31, Lemma 4], [8, p. 117]). A subset H of MciT)

is equicontinuous with respect to the compact-open topology if and only if (1)

spt(/V) is compact; and (2) sup { \\p II: p G H) < ». Here (2) may be replaced

by: (2') H is o(Mc, C)-bounded.
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The finest locally convex topology on C*(T) which agrees with the com-

pact-open topology on norm-bounded sets has been examined by many authors.

Sentilles [27] refers to it as the substrict topology ß0 and gives a number of

characterizations.  If T is locally compact, ß0 coincides with the strict topology

ß of Buck [4].  In general the dual space of (C*(T), ß0) is Mt(T), the space of

bounded compact-regular Borel measures on T. The space MC(T) embeds in

Mt(T), and indeed the latter is the Banach space completion of the former. The

importance of j30 for our purposes lies in the following result of Gulick [13].

Proposition 1.6 (Gulick). If every o-compact subset ofTis relatively

compact, then (1) C*(T) = C(T) and (2) the substrict and compact-open to-

pologies on C*(T) coincide.

The topological property in Proposition 1.6 has been used by Warner [31,

Theorem 12] and Gulick [11], [12], [13] ; some writers refer to it as sham-

compactness.   For example, [0, cjx), the space of ordinals less than the first

uncountable ordinal, is sham-compact but not compact. We will have several

occasions to use Proposition 1.6 in connection with existing results on the strict

topology.

2. Supports of sets of measures.  In this section we prove that the support

of a weak*-countably compact convex circled subset of Afc(r) must posses certain

topological properties. These properties are related to such familiar concepts as

pseudocompactness and countable compactness, and also to the notions of bound-

edness and Warner boundedness. We give the basic definitions, one of which is

already in the literature, and then summarize the relationships among these

concepts.

Definition 2.1 [10]. A space D is Unbounded if every countable (equiv-

alent^, separable) subset is relatively compact in D.

Definition 2.2. A space D is almost ^-bounded if for every sequence

(Gn) of nonempty Gs -subsets of D there is a sequence (yn), with y„ E Gn V«,

such that the set consisting of all yn is relatively compact in D.

Since every nonempty G6 in a completely regular T2 space contains a non-

empty zero-set, "G6-subsets" may be replaced by "zero-sets" in 2.2.

Remark2.3.  If D is a subset of T, then the following diagram summarizes

relationships among the various topological properties of D which have been de-

scribed. Note that "bounded" and "Warner bounded" are relative properties of

D (depending on its position in T), while the others are absolute properties of D.

All of these implications are well-known or easily established.  For example,

(3) —> (5): if D is not Warner bounded, let A be a subset of C(T), bounded in

the compact-open topology, such that sup { \f(t) \: fEA,t ED} = °°. Choose
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(1) (2) (3) (5)
compact-► N0-bounded-► almost K0-bounded-► Warner bounded

\ (4)                     \ (6) \  (7)
countably compact-► pseudocompact-► bounded

sequences (/„) in A and (r„) in D such that l/„(r„)| > n for all n. Let G„ =

{tED: \f„it)\ = l/„(r„)|}. Then each G„ is a nonempty G6-subset of ¿>, but

it is not possible to choose yn E G„ such that the set of all yn is relatively com-

pact (in D or in F), since this would contradict the boundedness of A.

No other implication holds among these properties, as the following list of

examples shows:

2.3.1. T = D= [0, coj). ThenZ) satisfies 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7, but not 1.

2.3.2. F = Z) = jW-{p}, where p is any point in ßN - N. Then D sat-

isfies 4, 5, 6, and 7, but not 1,2, and 3 (for 3, let Gn = {«}).

2.3.3. T = D = the Tychonoff plank [9, 8.20]. Then D satisfies 3, 5, 6,

and 7, but not 1, 2, and 4.

2.3.4. T = D = an infinite countably compact space in which compact

sets are finite (see [23] for an example). Then D satisfies 4, 6, and 7, but not

1, 2, 3, and 5.

2.3.5. T = the Tychonoff plank, D = {(coj, n): n E N} is the right edge

of F. Then D satisfies 5 and 7, but not 1, 2, 3, 4, and 6.

Under special assumptions on D and T, many of these implications can be

reversed.  For example, if T is normal and D is closed in F, then 4, 6, and 7 are

equivalent. If every point of Fis a G6 (in particular, if Fis first countable),

then 2 and 3 are equivalent. And if F is metrizable, 1, 2, 3, 4, and 6 are equiv-

alent, whUe 5 and 7 are equivalent to relative compactness of D.

We now proceed to measure theoretic results. It foUows from the results

of Nachbin, Shirota, and Warner that

(1) if H C MciT) is a(Mc, C)-bounded, then spt(//) is a bounded subset

of F;

(2) if H C MciT) is ßiMc, C)-bounded, then spt(/7) is a Warner bounded

subset of F.

Both wUl hold if H is weak*-countably compact convex and circled (as in

1.2).

In the other direction, we have an example due to Conway [5, p. 481] ;

Proposition 1.6 applies.

Example 2.4 (Conway).  Let T = [0, coj), and let H be the weak*-

closed convex circled huU of {'/i(S(s) - S(s + 1)): s a countable nonlimit ordinal}

in MciT). Then H is weak*-compact convex and circled, and spt(/¿) = T is un-

bounded, but not compact. Hence CciT) is not a Mackey space.
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A similar example is noted by Morris and Wulbert [20, p. 327].

Our basic results are as follows:

Theorem 2.5. IfD is an Unbounded subset ofT, then there is a weak*-

countably compact convex circled subset H of MC(T) such that D C spt(H).

Theorem 2.6. If H C MC(T) is weak*-countably compact and convex,

then spt(H) is almost tt0-bounded.

Proof of 2.5. Let H be the set of measures p E MC(T) such that (1)

IIju II < 1; and (2) there is a countable subset of D whose closure (a compact sub-

set of D) contains sptfju). Then H is convex and circled. Let (pn) be a sequence

in H. Then there is a countable subset of T of D whose closure F contains

U"=1spt0i„).  Each pn, when restricted to the Borel sets of F, determines a

member X„ of the closed unit ball of M(F), the Banach space dual of C(F). By

Alaoglu's Theorem, (X„) has a a(M(F), C(F))-cluster point X0 in M(F), with

DXg II < 1. Defining p0(E) = \0(E O F) for each Borel set E in T, we have p0

G MC(T) (indeed p0 E H, since spt(p0) C F), and p0 is a a(Mc(T), C(T))-

cluster point of (pn).  Hence H is weak*-countably compact.

Proof of 2.6.  Let (Gn) be a sequence of nonempty G5-subsets of spt(H)

(with the relative topology of T).  Let Fn be a G5-subset of T such that spt(H)

C\Fn =Gn; write Fn = f|~=1 Wn>k, where each Wnk is open in T. Let x„ be

a fixed member of Gn.  For each n and k, choose a cozero-set Un k and a closed

set Znk of T with xn EUnk C Znk C Wnk. We may assume that Znk D

Znk+X for all n and k.

Let Hnk = {/! EH: \p\(Unk) = 0}. It follows from [30, Theorem 3,

p. 183] that each Hnk is a(Mc, C*)-closed in H, and therefore a(Mc, C)-closed

inH. Suppose \Jn,k^n,k ~ H- Since every countably compact space satisfies

the Baire Category Theorem (see 2.9 below), some Hn   k   will contain a relative

weak*-interior point p0.

Now U,¿etfSpt(ju) is dense in spt (H), so there is a member px of H and a

point z, EUn   k   n spt (u,). Then Xju0 + (1 - X)/i, G H for 0 < X < 1, and

so there is a X0 < 1 such that XpQ + (1 - X)/ii G Hn   k   for X0 < X < 1 (since

Pq is a relative weak*-interior point of Hn   k ). But this is absurd, since

IVo + (1 -XK \(U„0,k0) = d - WM-1(^0,*0) > °   for X < L

Thus there is a measure p in H\\JnkHn k. This implies that I7i \(Z„tk) >

\p\(Un k) > 0 Vn, k. For fixed n, {Zn k D spt(p.)}k=x is a decreasing non-

empty family of compact sets, and so there is a point 7„ G spt(jü) O (]k=xZn k

C spt(H) n Fn = G„. The set consisting of all y„ is relatively compact in

spt(H) because it is a subset of sptCjï).
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Corollary 2.7. (a) If H E MC(F) w weak*-countably compact and con-

vex, then spt(/7) is Warner bounded and pseudocompact, (b) // T is normal or

countably paracompact, then spt(//) is countably compact, (c) If every point

ofTisaG6, then spt(/7) is tt0-bounded.

Proof, (a) and (c) follow from Remark 2.3 and Theorem 2.6. Normality

and countable paracompactness are preserved by closed subspaces, and each, in

the presence of pseudocompactness, implies countable compactness, so (b) holds.

(In the statement of (b), normality can be weakened to the property in 3L.4 of

[9], whüe countable paracompactness can be weakened to the ss-discrete property

of Isawata [17, p. 147].)

Corollary 2.8. If T is metacompact and normal, countably paracom-

pact, or first countable, then CciT) has CSMP.

Proof . In view of Corollary 2.7, this is an immediate consequence of

the Arens-Dugundji Theorem [7, p. 229] and Proposition 1.5. In the normal

case, a stronger result is available: since a metacompact normal space is a p-

space, CciT) is barreUed.  Also metacompactness may be replaced by the prop-

erty of isocompactness studied by Bacon [2].

Remark 2.9. The Baire Category Theorem is valid for any pseudocompact

space (use the standard argument, combined with Lemma 9.13 of [9]). Thus

Theorem 2.6 yields the foUowing symmetric coroUary: If H is a weak*-pseudo-

compact convex subset of MciT), then spt(ZZ) is pseudocompact.

3. Some special classes of spaces. The results of §2 suggest the foUow-

ing conjecture:

Conjecture 3.1. CciT) has CSMP if and only if every ^-bounded sub-

set of T is relatively compact.

This has the virtue of resembling the classical results of Propositions 1.3

and 1.4. We have no proof of this conjecture in the general case (nor any

counterexample), but we do verify it for two substantial classes of spaces: spaces

in which every point is a G5, and almost discrete spaces (defined below). Under

special set theoretic assumptions, we also show that CciT) has CSMP when every

closed subset of F is a G6.

Theorem 3.2. If every point of T is a G6, then Conjecture 3.1 is valid.

Proof. The necessity in Conjecture 3.1 is valid for any completely regular

Hausdorff T. Indeed if D is an X0-bounded subset of F, then, by Theorem 2.5,

D C spt(//), where H is equicontinuous. Hence D is relatively compact, by

Proposition 1.5.
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Now assume that every point of T is a G6. If H C MciT) is weak*-countably

compact convex and circled, then H is weak*-bounded, and spt(//) is closed and

N0-bounded, by Corollary 2.7 (c). Thus the sufficiency in Conjecture 3.1 foUows

from Proposition 1.5.

Let us say that F is almost discrete if every compact subset of F has an iso-

lated point. This term has been used by Babiker [1] ; the foUowing proposition

(easily estabUshed using results of W. Rudin [25] and Knowles [19] ) relates our

property to his.

Proposition 3.3. A space T is almost discrete if and only ifMtiT) = /'CD;

i.e.,every member of MtiT) isof the form 2ñ=iC„8(r„), where 2~=1 |c„| < °°

and (r„) is a sequence in T.

Almost discreteness is weaker than the famüiar property of being scattered

(i.e., every subset has an isolated point). For example, if F is the real line with

the right half-open interval topology, then F is almost discrete since every com-

pact subset of T is countable, but F has no isolated points. The space [0, coj ]

is an uncountable compact space which is almost discrete.

Lemma 3.4. Let T be almost discrete. If H C MciT) is convex, circled,

weak*-bounded, and norm-complete, then D = UMe/rSP*/*IS ̂-bounded.

Proof.  Let iyn) be a sequence in D, and choose a sequence ijpn) in H

such that yn E spt(ju„) Vn. This implies (by Proposition 3.3) that P„i{y„ }) =£

0 Vn. Choose a sequence (an) of nonnegative numbers by induction as foUows:

for n = 1, let ax = Vi. Assume ax, a2,. . ., an have been chosen so that (1)

0 <a, < 1/2' for 1 <i <», and (2) IÇSj^e^Xty»! > J4K^ot^Cty»I
> 0  for 1 </ < m < n.  If ÇZ^xaipi)i{yn + x }) ■£ 0, let a„+x = 0. Otherwise,

choose an+x positive, but so smaU that (1) 0 <a„+i < l/2"+1, and (2)

\CZ?+xlaipi)i{y¡})\>U\il/¡=xaipi)i{yj})\for 1 </<n. This describes the

procedure, by induction.

Now 2"_ j an < 1, and H is uniformly bounded in MciT), by the remarks

preceding Proposition 1.5. Thus 2~_1a„/i„ is norm-convergent to a measure p0

in MtiT) (since Mt is a Banach space). Since H is convex, circled, and norm-

complete, P0EH C MciT). Also for any /,

iMo(ty})i - ja I ( £m) (Ov»| > \ KjZw) (Ov»>0.

Thus j'y G spt(ju0) V/, and so the set of alljy is relatively compact in D.

Theorem 3.5. IfTis almost discrete, then Conjecture 3.1 is valid.

Proof. Since spt(ZZ) is the closure of Ufjez/Sptiju), and a weak*-
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countably compact convex circled set satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 3.4, a

proof similar to that of Theorem 3.2 can be given.

Example 3.6.  Let Tdenote the Tychonoff plank [9,8.20], and let S =

T\{(a, co0): a is a countable limit ordinal}. The space S was considered by

Shirota [28]. Both S and T are almost discrete. The right-hand edge of each is

a Warner bounded subset which is not relatively compact; hence, by Proposition 1.4,

neither CC(S) nor CC(T) is infrabarrelled. The subset [0, cjx) x [0, o0) of T

is N0-bounded but not relatively compact in T; hence, by Theorem 3.5, CC(T)

does not have CSMP (Conway's example (2.4) can be modified to show that

CC(T) is not even a Mackey space). On the other hand, it can be checked that

every N0-bounded subset of 5 is relatively compact in S; hence CC(S) has CSMP.

Example 3.7. Let P be the set of countable ordinals with the discrete

topology, and let X be the union of all closures of countable subsets of P in ßP.

Then X is sham-compact locally compact; hence (appealing to Proposition 1.6)

Example 3.4 of [33] shows that CC(X) is Mackey. However, X is N0-bounded,

and the proof of Theorem 2.5 (with D = X = T) shows that the closed unit ball

H ofMc(X) is weak*-countably compact convex and circled. Since spt(H) = X

is not compact, CC(X) does not have CSMP.

We conclude this section with an application of recent consistency results

in set-theoretic topology. See [24] or [29] for a discussion of Martins's Axiom

and its significance.

Theorem 3.8. Assume Martin's Axiom and the negation of the Con-

tinuum Hypothesis, (a) // every closed subset ofTisaGs, then CC(T) has CSMP.

(b) // T is perfectly normal, then CC(T) is infrabarrelled.

Proof, (a) If H C MC(T) is weak*-countably compact convex and circled,

then spt(H) is a countably compact space (by 2.7 (c)) in which closed sets are

G6's. But under the stated set-theoretic assumptions, Weiss [32] has shown that

such a space is always compact. Thus the result follows from Proposition 1.5.

(b) The proof is similar to that of (a); use remark (2) preceding Example 2.4,

and the fact that a closed Warner bounded subset of a normal space is countably

compact.

Example 3.9. Assuming a different set-theoretic axiom (V = L), which

implies the Continuum Hypothesis, Ostaszewski has obtained a result opposite to

that of Weiss by constructing a perfectly normal, first countable, hereditarily

separable, countably compact, noncompact space O (see Chapter 6 of [24] for

details).  Since O is a Warner bounded subset of itself, Cc(0) is not infrabarrell-

ed, by Proposition 1.4. Thus the assertion of 3.8 (b) is independent of the

Zermelo-Fraenkel axioms of set theory; i.e., it can neither be proved nor dis-

proved without additional assumptions.
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On the other hand, the conclusion of Theorem 3.8 (a) remains valid for

Cc(0); O is first countable, and hereditary separability implies that every N0-

bounded subset is compact. Thus Theorem 3.2 applies, and Cc(0) has CSMP.

This leaves open the possibility that Theorem 3.8 (a) remains true without any

special set-theoretic assumptions.

4. Related questions. The Mackey problem can also be posed for C*(T).

However the C and C* problems are equivalent, as the following shows.

Theorem 4.1. Let H be a convex circled subset ofMc(T). Then H is

o(Mc, C)<ompact if and only if it is a(Mc, C*)-compact.  The same assertion is

valid for countable compactness.

Proof. Assume H is o(Mc, C*)-compact. The proof of Theorem 2.6

shows that spt(H) is almost X0-bounded, hence bounded in T. Suppose (pa) is

a net in H, p^ E H, and pa -» p0 in a(Mc, C*). Let /G C(T). Then sup{|/(f) |:

t G spt(H)}= M<°°,soifg = (-M)V(fA M), then pa(f) = pa(g) -* p0(g)

= pQ(f). Thus the o(Mc, C*) and o(Mc, C) topologies on H coincide.

The proof for countable compactness is the same.
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